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FSUS Summer Program

Weekly leaderboards for top performers
Weekly draw prizes
Grand Prizes for top performers
Coach McGriff awards

FSUS students can achieve their 20 hours of
reading through the ChatterHigh college and
career exploration platform. Learn about your
future options while winning prizes. There are
several ways to win.
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 Step 1: Go to "chatterhigh.com" and log in. 3



4Email: _____@fsus.fsu.edu
Password: Try FSUStudent123 if you don't have another password

If you need help logging in, email info@chatterhigh.com



Step 2: Take the Career Survey before starting the Daily Quiz

Note: 
You can leave
any section of

the survey
blank, if you

don't have an
answer.
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Step 3: Select Your Activity & Start Quizzing!
Click "Submit" on your Survey and return to your Dashboard to start your 
Daily 10-Question Career Quiz, or get started on a Mindful Module. 
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How It Works: The Daily Quiz
Whichever activity you choose, you will be given a series of questions, and research links
to help you find the answers.
Click "Research" and get exploring!

Pro Tip: If the webpage is broken, or no longer
matches the question, click here to report it. We
give you 50 points when you report a broken link.
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How It Works: Daily Quiz Post-Question Survey
After each question in the Daily Quiz, we ask you about your level of interest and
awareness, to help build your profiles and reports. After 100 questions, we use this
information to give you 'smarter' questions that focus on your areas of interest.
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How It Works: Your Interests
We organize your interest feedback so that you can see all of your interests by Major &
Program, College & University, and Job & Career. 
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How It Works: Career Research
We show you which jobs you expressed interest in, and the corresponding SOC
(Standard Occupational Classification) code, so you can find out more about it.
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How It Works: Student Reflection
After 100, 200, and 300 questions, you receive a self-reflection check-in that you must
complete in order to move on. To help you reflect, we recap the programs, majors,
colleges & universities you've discovered and what you've expressed interest in. 
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How It Works: The Recommendation Report
When you've reached 300 questions, you will unlock a Recommendation Report. It shows the top 5
Majors you've ranked as most interesting so far. It also lists all institutions* in Florida and across the
United States that offer the majors, varsity sports & clubs you are interested in.

*Not including private for-profit institutions
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Earn badges as you quiz,
and see where you rank!

How It Works: Your Dashboard

Check here for ongoing
competitions for your

school, Florida, and the US.

Watch your
points grow
with every

question you
research and

answer correctly.
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Weekly Leaderboards and Top Overall Performer
During the summer there will be a weekly leaderboard for rising freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, seniors.  On Mondays, the leaderboard will begin and the top student on each
leaderboard at the end of the week will win a prize. 

Student leaderboard rankings are calculated based on
number of correct answers in the Daily Quiz.
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The top student overall will win a big grand prize



Grand Prizes
All top-performing students who have completed
at least 300 questions will receive 1 entry in the
grand prize draw. 
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Coach McGriff Awards
Coach McGriff will have a handful of prizes to give
out as he sees fit.



Using Your Points
You receive 50 points for researching a question, and 50 points for a correct answer. Your
points automatically count toward competitions, and you can also use them to donate to
Feeding America, or to enter draws for gift cards.

Click your points total in the top right corner
to donate your points or enter a draw.
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Draws for FSUS
You can use your points to enter draws for gift cards provided by ChatterHigh or by FSUS. During the
summer program there will be 2 Subway, 2 Krispy Kreme, 2 Smoothie and 1 Gate Icee prize each week.

You need 500 points to
enter a FSUS draw. You
can enter as many draws

and as many times as your
points allow!

This is the date the draw
will take place on. 
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Extra: Digital Guidance Offices
All students have access to our modules for local Florida colleges. If you are interested in attending
or learning about these colleges, these are great resources.
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Pro tip: You can use your
points from the modules to
enter draws



Extra: Mental Health Module
Modules are topic-specific life-skills courses that you can complete at your own pace. 
All students and teachers have access to our Mental Health and Wellness Modules and Florida
COVID-19 Awareness and Prevention Module.
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Email Us!
info@chatterhigh.com

Support for Students
Have Questions? We're here to help.
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